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each of the six transformations have an associated set of ki blocks in the player's ki gauge. the more ki blocks there are, the more powerful the transformation will be. each block is held by a corresponding character in the form, so it must be acquired by the player
for the character to transform. starting as a white block, it slowly turns gold over time. once it is held by a particular character, it will turn red if the player attempts to leave that character's side. [11] as the block turns red it becomes active, and if the player is still
too close to an enemy character when the transformation activates, it will try to protect that character. [11] in the anime it also acts as a one-time transformation, as gohan received great power after the events of the cell games and debuted as super saiyan 2 to
defeat cell, but has since returned to the regular super saiyan stage as a temporary form. in dragon ball gt and dragon ball kai, gohan received a super saiyan 2 transformation within minutes of the defeat of the perfect cell in the three-way fight against vegeta,
freeza, and kid buu and was later grand supreme kai. on the other hand, in dragon ball z, gohan did not receive any power boost until the after the battle with cell, freeza and buu. gohan's super saiyan 3 transformation in dragon ball gt and dragon ball kai is also

different from that of dragon ball z. in dragon ball gt, gohan didn't directly transform into super saiyan 3, but rather, transformed into a super saiyan 3 like form, and then switched back to the super saiyan form, and then transformed into a super saiyan 3,
whereas, in dragon ball kai, gohan transforms directly into super saiyan 3.
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